Expandable
Safe
Elegant
Dependable

PERGOBEACH
Gentle breeze

Simple and elegant. The perfect retreat where to dream of
exotic sunny beaches and escape in the mind.

Beautiful in its classic standard white powder coated aluminum
parts (custom colors are available), Pergobeach is covered with

Pergobeach is a delicate and yet strong shading structure
designed to bring an elegant self standing solution to selected

strips of fabric running parallel to each other, alternately
sustained by discrete windbreaks to complete an aesthetic
design able to satisfy any style expectation.

outdoor areas such as pools, beaches, terraces, decks, hotels
and restaurant patios.

Pergobeach: The perfect solution to enjoy the relaxing moments
of hot summer days.

Product Features
Expandable.
As part of the patio system collection
designed by Alutex, Pergobeach offers also
the possibility to install perimeter roll-up
cassette curtains to create an outdoor private
area.

Elegant.
Designed with particular attention to the
details of its components, Pergobeach offers
precision and installation simplicity without
compromising elegance.

Dependable.
Supplied with solid or stripe acrylic
fabrics, Pergobeach is the perfect
complement to selected sunny outdoor a r
e a s to extend social gatherings or to
create new separate personal spaces for
privacy or leisure.

Product Highlights

A self-standing or wall connected shading system

Stable anchor plates

Technical Speciﬁcations
Width Range

4’ to 14’

Min. pitch for water flow

N/A

Projection Range

4’ to 14’

Max. pitch for water flow

N/A

Upright section

6 1/4” x 6 1/4”

Side curtains

Optional

Opening Control

N/A

Standard Frame Color

White

Installation Option

Self standing or Wall Connected

Perimeter height

4”
Custom Frame Color

Any RAL color (on request)

Frame Warranty

5 Years on structural parts

CAUTIONARY AND IMPORTANT OPERATING INFORMATION: Pergobeach is intended for shade protection only. It is not a waterproof product and it is
designed to be used in sunny areas only as its fabric is not retractable.

